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* the tooling and people enabling reproducible, transparent, and inclusive practices for data analysis

A contributing solution
Welcome scientists to open data science
and empower resilient habits and mindsets – as teams

This matters now 
Scientists are perpetuating homegrown practices, 
and with time-sensitive global challenges there’s no time to waste

The problem 
Despite the power of open data science*,  
many scientists struggle with data and code – as individuals
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Open data science



● Vertical & horizontal leadership

● Trust, kindness, willingness, & learning

● Create norms about data & docs, leverage 
overlapping skills, on/offboarding

● Join global & create local communities 

● Open source coding 

● Version control

● Collaboration platform

● Real-time co-development 

● Connection to broader communities
● Culture of leadership, 

teaching, & learning
● Shared practices        

& norms
● Seaside Chats
● Resilience
● On/off boarding Our path to better science in less time using open data science tools

Lowndes et al. 2017, Nature Ecology & Evolution
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-017-0160


● Open source coding 

● Version control

● Collaboration platform

● Real-time co-development 

● Connection to broader communities

Our path to better science in less time using open data science tools
Lowndes et al. 2017, Nature Ecology & Evolution
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● Vertical & horizontal leadership

● Trust, kindness, willingness, & learning

● Create norms about data & docs, leverage 
overlapping skills, on/offboarding

● Join global & create local communities 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-017-0160
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OPENSCAPES CHAMPIONS
An open data science mentorship program for science teams.

Core design to empower lasting habits and mindsets for resilient culture change

● Team- and cohort-based, including team leads and members

● Open data science as an entryway to much more 

● Deliberate focus on empathy, inclusion & kindness

● Mentored-coached Mozilla-style: remote-by-design

● Lesson series focus on tooling & people openscapes.org 

https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/open-software-means-kinder-science/
https://opensource.com/article/20/6/remote-meetings
https://openscapes.org/series
https://www.openscapes.org
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● Team mindset: Future You, Future Us
● Reimagine challenges: expect there’s a 

better way; you’re not alone, it’s not too late
● Openness: trust, inclusion, belonging
● Empower horizontal leadership, Champions

● Streamlining workflows, interoperability
● Reproducibility 
● Transparency
● Collaboration
● Communication & publishing

openscapes.org/series 

https://www.openscapes.org/series
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1. Normalize data discussions 

2. Identify and address shared needs

3. Think ahead for Future You & Future Us

Supercharge your research: 
a 10-week plan for open data science

Lowndes et al. 2019, Nature

“This isn’t just about coding & GitHub, it’s about changing the way we do science.”
- Prof. Malin Pinsky

“Openscapes has created a new way of thinking about merging empathy and science. 
That's an invaluable gift to me.”      - Prof. Halley Froehlich

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03335-4


Core design to empower lasting habits and mindsets for resilient culture change
● Team- and cohort-based: team leads & members

● Open data science as an entryway to much more 

● Deliberate focus on empathy, inclusion & kindness

● Mentored-coached Mozilla-style: remote-by-design

● Lesson series focus on tooling & people

OPENSCAPES CHAMPIONS
An open data science mentorship program for science teams.

Tailorable:

● timeline
● team composure 
● lessons 

https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/open-software-means-kinder-science/
https://opensource.com/article/20/6/remote-meetings
https://openscapes.org/series


OPENSCAPES
LET’S DO BETTER SCIENCE 

IN LESS TIME
TOGETHER

We welcome scientists to open data science, and grow the movement.

We champion open practices to help uncover data-driven solutions faster. 

Welcome scientists to open data science as teams, and strengthen community.

Engage: build awareness and excitement with empathy, art, and storytelling

Empower: connect with existing open software and communities

Amplify: champion broadly to increase visibility, value, and practice

openscapes.org 

https://www.openscapes.org
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Thank You
openscapes.org
@openscapes

openscapes.org; @openscapes 
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Further reading (incomplete list):

● The Value of #Welcome - Butland 2017
● Unmet needs for analyzing biological big data - Barone et al. 2017 
● Skills and Knowledge for Data-Intensive Environmental Research - Hampton et al. 2017 
● Open Software Means Kinder Science - Lowndes 2019
● Supercharge your research: a ten-week plan for open data science - Lowndes et al. 2019
● Our path to better science in less time using open data science tools - Lowndes et al. 2017
● 3 lessons from remote meetings we’re taking back to the office - Cabunoc Mayes et al. 2020 
● Open science is a behavior - Corker 2018 

https://ropensci.org/blog/2017/07/18/value-of-welcome/
https://journals.plos.org/ploscompbiol/article?id=10.1371/journal.pcbi.1005755
https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/67/6/546/3784601
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/observations/open-software-means-kinder-science/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03335-4
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-017-0160
https://opensource.com/article/20/6/remote-meetings
https://www.cos.io/blog/open-science-is-a-behavior

